Mangaluru International Airport ushers in festival season with ONBC

- Grand Prize Is a Trip To Paris For Family Of Four
- Passengers, their friends, family eligible to participate

Mangaluru: With Navaratri well and truly underway, the festive spirit leading up to the year 2024 through Diwali and Christmas is unmistakable. Giving this festival season that something special is Mangaluru International Airport with the 'One Nation, Billion Celebrations' (ONBC) campaign. Tailormade for passengers and their families, the campaign that started on October 15 and ends on January 10, 2024, offers an international holiday for a family of four to Paris as the grand prize.

Spends at duty free (₹5999 and above); retail (₹1500 and above); food and beverage (₹400 and above); Pranaam (₹1500 and above) and parking (₹500 and above) during the nearly three-month campaign will make the passengers/families eligible for a Royal Enfield Bike and a draw for six smartphones, each worth ₹50000. To enter the contest, the stakeholders should scan the ONBC QR code set up at vantage points, answer three simple questions and fill in their profile to be eligible for the draw.

In addition to the above exciting prize, Mangaluru International Airport has also set up two main decorations that will reflect the spirit of Dasara, Diwali, Christmas and New Year as the festival season progresses. These main decorations – at the departure and arrival halls respectively – will serve as a selfie point for people to cherish their travel memories at the airport. In addition, four thematic festival standees too have been set across the airport up to spread the festival cheer around.

“Mangaluru International Airport has always been in the forefront of promoting passenger centric initiatives and activities. ONBC is continuation of the same in a bid to elevate the entire air travel experience,” the airport spokesperson said. More than 25 retail and food and beverage outlets both inside the terminal and outside will be part of the mega celebration. So check in now at this coastal #GatewayToGoodness and get your festival spirits soaring.
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